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Legal contracts can be amended during their lifetimes through the agreement of the parties, or according to

the doctrines of force majeure and hardship. When legal contracts are defined by a programming language,

amendments are runtime adjustments of their behaviour and must be expressed by means of appropriate

features. In this paper, we study the extension of Stipula, a formal language for legal contracts, with higher-

order to enable the dynamic update of the code. We code and discuss two paradigmatic scenarios in higher-order
Stipula and study its formal semantics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In ProLaLa 2022 we presented Stipula, a domain specific language that can assist lawyers in drafting

executable legal contracts, through specific software patterns. The language is based on a small set

of programming primitives that have a precise correspondence with the distinctive elements of

legal contracts [3]. By means of these primitives, it is possible to transfer rights (such as rights of

property) from one party to another and to take advantage of escrows and securities. The benefits

of coding legal contracts are evident: it enables the identification of potential inconsistencies in

regulation, reducing the complexity and the ambiguity of legal texts and automatically executing

legal rules.

Stipula has been designed with the principle of having an abstraction level as close as possible

to the traditional legal contracts, which are written in natural languages, thus easing the writing

and inspecting of the codes. In this contribution we pursue on our programme addressing the need

of removing or amending the effects of a contract after it has been agreed upon.

There may be several reasons for modifying a contract. For example a contract may be declared

totally or partially void by an adjudicator because its content, or the process of its formation,

violates the law. More interesting are the situations of force majeure and hardship, which occur when
unforeseen events make performance impossible or impracticable (force majeure) or substantially

upset the economic balance of the contract (hardship) [1] [5]. While in the first case the party

successfully invoking force majeure may be relieved, at least temporarily, from performance or

may terminate the contract, in the second case the party subject to hardship will be entitled to

amend the contract to obtain its adaptation to the changed circumstances.

The current Stipula contracts are immutable. Therefore, in order to model either force majeure

or hardship one should anticipate when the contract is traded all the appropriate amendments for

each possible circumstance. While this is easy for termination clauses (it is enough to include a
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Functions F ::= -- | @Q A : f (y)[k] (E){ S } => @Q′ F | @Q A : f (y)[k]LX M F
Prefixes P ::= E → x | E → A | E × h ⊸ h′ | E × h ⊸ A
Statements S ::= -- | P S | if (E) { S } else { S } S
Expressions E ::= v | V | E opE | uopE

Table 1. Syntax of higher-order Stipula

transition to a final state), it is clearly impossible for generic amendments [6]. Even an attempt to

do that would raise drafting costs and introduce huge complexities in the contract, thus nullifying

one of the main objectives of Stipula, which is to have a simple an intelligible code.

To address amendments we propose an extension of Stipula with a higher-order mechanism.

Following [7], we admit that function invocations may carry codes that patch the previous one. In

Section 4 we study the formal semantics of the resulting language, called higher-order Stipula. In
particular, we identify and discuss two paradigmatic scenarios. A scenario where the modification

affects the whole body of the contract and its code is completely changed and substituted by a

new code. Another scenario where the amendment only regards some parts of the contract while

leaving the other parts still operative. This situation adds a further level of semantic complexity in

that it requires to deal with the coexistence of old and new code. We give examples of the use of

higher-order Stipula in Section 3 that will spot these issues.

2 HIGHER-ORDER STIPULA

We extend a lightweight version of the language in [2] with a higher-order feature (the full language

has also the agreement clause and events). This allows us to avoid discussions that are out of the

scope of this paper. Disjoint sets of names are used: contract names, ranged over by C, C′, · · · ; names

referring to digital identities, called parties, ranged over by A, A′, · · · ; function names ranged over f,
g, · · · ; asset names, ranged over by h, k , · · · , to be used both as contract’s assets and function’s asset

parameters; non asset names, ranged over x , y, · · · , to be used both as contact’s fields and function’s

non asset parameters; code parameters, ranged over X , Y . Assets and generic contract’s fields are

syntactically set apart since they have different semantics, similarly for functions’ parameters.

Names of assets, fields and (assets and fields) parameters are generically ranged over by V . Names

Q, Q′, · · · will range over contract states. To simplify the syntax, we often use the vector notation

x to denote possibly empty sequences of elements. With an abuse of notation, in the following

sections, x will also represent the set containing the elements in the sequence.

The code of a higher-order Stipula contract is

stipula C { parties A fields x assets h init Q F }

where C identifies the contract name; A are the parties that can invoke contract’s functions, x and h
are the fields and the assets, respectively, and the initial state is set to Q . The contract body also

includes the sequence F of functions, whose syntax is defined in Table 1. It is assumed that there is

no clash of names of parties, fields, and assets and functions’ parameters.

There are two declarations of functions: a standard one and a higher-order one. They both

highlight who is the caller party A, the state Q when the invocation is admitted and the name

of the function. The standard invocation has two lists of parameters: the formal parameters y in

brackets and the asset parameters k in square brackets. The precondition E constrains the execution

of the body; the body { S } => @Q′ specifies the statement part S and the state Q′ of the contract

when the function execution terminates. The higher-order declaration @Q A : f (y)[k]LX M has an
additional parameter X that represents code (it is written in L · M). This code is in the scope of the

formal parameters y and k . Notice that higher-order declarations have no body: it is intended that

the body of f is defined in X .
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stipula Deposit {
parties Client, Farm
fields cost_flour
assets flour
init Standard

@Standard Farm: send(x)[h]{ x,h → Client h ⊸ flour } => @Standard

@Standard Client: buy(x)[w] (w <= flour×cost_flour){
x,w → Farm (1/cost_flour)×w ⊸ flour, Client w ⊸ Farm } => @Standard

@Standard ˜ : hardship(x)[]LX M
}

Table 2. The Flour Delivery with Hardship

Statements S include the empty statement -- and different prefixes followed by a continuation.

Prefixes P use the two symbols → and ⊸ to differentiate operations on fields and on assets,

respectively. The prefix E → x updates the field or the parameter x with the value of E; E → A
sends the value of E to the party A; E ⊸ h,h′ subtracts the value of E from the asset h and adds

it to h′, E ⊸ h, A subtracts the value of E from the asset h and transfers it to A. (The semantics in

Section 4 will enforce that assets never have negative values.) Statements also include a conditionals
if (E) { S } else { S ′ } with the standard semantics. In the rest of the paper we will always abbreviate

h ⊸ h,h′ and h ⊸ h, A (which are very usual, indeed) into h ⊸ h′ and h ⊸ A, respectively. We

also use “ ˜ ” to address all the parties. For instance, if the parties are A and B, then "hello"→ ˜

means "hello"→ A "hello"→ B.
Expressions E include constant values v , which may be strings, reals, booleans, and asset values,

names X of either assets, fields or parameters, and both binary and unary operations (on reals

and booleans). In particular, real numbers n are written as nonempty sequences of digits, possibly

followed by “.” and by a sequence of digits (e.g. 13 stands for 13.0). The number may be prefixed by

the sign + or -. Reals come with the standard set of binary arithmetic operations (+, -, ×, /). Boolean
constants are false and true; the operations on booleans are conjunction NN, disjunction ||, and
negation !. Constant values of type asset represent divisible resources (e.g. digital currencies). For
simplicity, divisible asset constants are assumed to be identical to positive real numbers and, as

discussed above, cannot assume negative values. Relational operations (<, >, <=, >=, ==) are available
between any expression.

A contract named C is invoked by C(A,u) that corresponds to a configuration (see below) where

the initial state is the one specified in the init clause, the parties are A, the fields’ values are u and

the assets’ values are 0.

3 EXAMPLES
Table 2 illustrates a first simple scenario of amending a Stipula contract: the modification affects

the whole body of the contract and its code is completely changed and substituted by the new code.

We call this modification additive.
A Client (restaurant) contracts with a Farm to pay flour at a given cost. The protocol is the

following: Farm sends the flour to the contract (function send) and the good is stored in the flour
asset: no delivery to Client is done till he pays for it. The function buy takes in input a value x
denoting that the client wants to buy flour and an asset w representing the money he wants to

spend. The Client takes the corresponding amount of flour (provided it is in the deposit), the asset

flour is updated correspondingly and the money w is transferred to Farm. Client and Farm also
decide to include in the contract a hardship clause, according to which a party can ask either for

the amendment of the contract or for its termination. (This may be subordinated to a third party’s

decision – a court, an arbitrator or a mediator – assessing the existence of hardship conditions;

here, for simplicity, we empower Client and Farm to perform these updates)
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Because of a war outbreak and a sudden rise in production costs, the Farm requests to amend

the contract: she requires that the payment is performed in advance with respect to the delivery

and that half of the amount is sent immediately to her. Therefore she invokes

Farm : hardship("Payment_in_Advance")[]LX M

where X is

assets wallet

@Exception Client: order(x)[w] { w/cost_flour → Farm 0.5 × w ⊸ w,Farm w ⊸ wallet } => @Exception2

@Exception2 Farm: send(x)[h] (h == (2 × wallet)/cost_flour){ h ⊸ Client wallet ⊸ Farm } => @Exception

@Exception ˜ : hardship(x)[]LX M

{ x → ˜ flour ⊸ Farm } => @Exception

That is, the code may specify new assets, new functions and a body (which is the body of the

hardship function). In this case, the code X specifies that the Client pays in advance by invoking

the function order. In particular, Farm receives the order w/cost_flour and half of the cost 0.5
× w. The other half is stored in the new asset wallet. Once the flour is ready, it is delivered to

the client (function send) and the wallet is delivered to Farm. Notice that the body in X (the last

line) empties the flour asset returning the amount to Farm and let the contract transit to the new
state Exception. Overall, the old behaviour is suppressed in favour of the new one because it is

not possible to return to the Standard state.

After some time, the parties wants to return to the old protocol. However, a new law imposes a

20% tax on flour sales. To bear the new taxation, the farm invokes the hardship clause to increase

flour price (also tax payment to the Government gets implemented). Therefore, Farm invokes

Farm : hardship("Back_to_Standard_and_upgrade_flour_price")[]LY M

where Y is

parties Government = Govern

@Standard Client: buy(x)[w] (w <= flour×cost_flour){
x,w → Farm (1/cost_flour)×w ⊸ flour, Client 0.2 × w ⊸ w, Government w ⊸ Farm } => @Standard

{ x → ˜ cost_flour + 0.2×cost_flour → cost_flour} => @Standard

This new code is extending the parties with a new one (Government whose id is Govern) that
dispatches the 20% of the cost of every transaction to the Government. The old protocol is restored

because the body in the last line is making the transition to the Standard state. However, in this

case, the new function @Standard Client:buy is overriding the old one in Table 2, which will be

never accessed again. We observe that, in higher-order Stipula, parties, assets and fields names may

be added by the amendment; we only constrain the new names not to clash with old ones.

4 SEMANTICS
The semantics of higher-order Stipula is defined operationally by means of a transition relation

C
µ
−→ C′, where C,C′ are configurations, i.e. tuples C ⊩ Q , ℓ , Σ where

• C is the contract code (in higher-order Stipula it is structured because of the amendments, see

below);

• Q is a state of C;
• ℓ, called memory, is a mapping from names (parties, fields, assets and function’s parameters)

to values. The values of parties are noted with italic fonts A,A′, · · · .
• Σ is the (possibly empty) residual of a function body, i.e. Σ is either -- (idle) or a term S => @Q.
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[Function]

C[@Q A : f ]ℓ,u,v = @Q A : f (y)[k] (E){ S } =>@Q′

ℓ(A) = A ℓ′ = ℓ[y 7→ u,k 7→ v]

C ⊩ Q , ℓ , --
A:f (u )[v]
−→ C ⊩ Q , ℓ′ , S =>@Q′

[HO-Function]

C[@Q A : f ]ℓ,u,v = @Q A: f (y)[k]LX M ℓ(A) = A
H = P { S } =>@Q′

P = parties B = B fields x assets h F

ℓ′ = ℓ[y 7→ u,k 7→ v,h 7→ 0, B 7→ B]

C ⊩ Q , ℓ , --
A:f (u )[v]LH M
−→ C◁P ⊩ Q , ℓ′ , S =>@Q′

Table 3. The transition relation of higher-order Stipula – the rules for functions

In higer-order Stipula contract codes C are sequences of amendments P1◁ · · ·◁Pn where every Pi
has the shape

parties A = A fields x assets h F

(parties A = A, fields x and assets h may be missing and F may be empty). We notice that, as regards

parties, the codes Pi also contain their inizialization. We let parties(C), assets(C) and fields(C) be the
union of party names, asset names and field names defined in every P1, · · · , Pn , respectively. The
operation C◁P is defined provided parties(C) ∩ parties(P ) = ∅ and assets(C) ∩ assets(P ) = ∅ and

fields(C ) ∩ fields(P ) = ∅. Finally, let

P[@Q A : f ]ℓ,u,v =




@Q A : f (y)[k] (E){ S } =>@Q′ if @Q A : f (y)[k] (E){ S } =>@Q′ belongs to P
and JEK

ℓ[y 7→u,k 7→v] = true

-- otherwise

where the evaluation function JEKℓ returns the value of E in the memory ℓ. Then we define the

dispatch operation of a contract C amended by P as follows

(C◁P )[@Q A : f ]ℓ,u,v =



P[@Q A : f ]ℓ,u,v if P , --

C[@Q A : f ]ℓ,u,v otherwise

That is, our dispatch returns the newest function in the list of amendments whose guard E is true.

Table 3 reports the definition of C
µ
−→ C′ regarding function invocations (for space limitations,

the other rules are omitted; they can be found in [2]). The most relevant rules are [Function] and

[HO-Function]. The former defines invocations: the label specifies the party A performing the

invocation and the function name f with the actual parameters. The transition may occur provided

(i) the contract is in the state Q that admits invocations of f from A, (ii) it is idle, and (iii) the code C
contains a function @Q A : f (y)[k] (E){ S } =>@Q′ such that E is true in the memory ℓ updated with

the actual parameters. By definition of dispatch, the chosen function is the one that has not been

amended. Rule [HO-Function] defines higher-order. In this case the invocation also carries a code

H with a body that will be executed. This features augments the expressivity because the body

may address field and asset names defined in H and a state that is undefined in the previous code –

see the examples in Section 3.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the amendment of legal contract in Stipula by resorting to higher-order. Our

solution handles both amendments where the contract code is completely modified and substituted

as well as those where the new code has to coexist with the old one. Future works on the matter

shall deal with a set of more complex use-cases as well as with the implementation of higher-order

in the Stipula prototype [4]. This will allow a more effective evaluation of the proposal.
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